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In this exercise we will reproduce this A4 8
page delicious, chocolate recipe booklet
using photographs and text which are
placed and formatted on each page.
Recreate the booklet using the following steps:
1. Create a new document
2. Create Master Page elements
3. create a graphic shape on each page
4. import and place text and photographs
5. create a Drop Cap
6. create Text Wrap
7. export a high resolution PDF for commercial

printing and a screen view version.

OUTSIDE BACK COVER OUTSIDE FRONT COVER

INSIDE SPREADS
(PAGES 2 – 7)

03 Creating an 8 page booklet

DO THIS FIRST: WE NEED TO SET UP SOME
OF THE TOOL PANELS WE WILL BE USING
These tools will display down the right-hand edge of the
main window.
The tools you will be using for this exercise include the
Text Frame Panel, Colour Panel, Paragraph Panel,
Text Wrap and Assets Panel. To access and display
these panels, go to View > Studio (on the menu at the
top of the window) and tick the panels mentioned above.
They will now be open and ready to use.
Assets used in this layout:
Display font family Avenir Next, available from
https://www.freefonts.io/avenir-next-font-free/
The photographs were sourced from UnSplash via the
Assets Menu https://unsplash.com



LANDSCAPE OR PORTRAIT
ORIENTATION.
For th is exerc ise leave the
checked so the document
wi l l be Por t ra i t o r ienta t ion .

SUGGESTED MARGINS FOR THIS
EXAMPLE DOCUMENT.
Margins are a guide only and don't
have to be strictly adhered to.

For multipage documents that
are bond like a book or say
an 8 page brochure, this
option should be turned on.

THE ‘PRINT’ SETTING IS USED
WHEN THE FINISHED
DOCUMENT WILL BE EITHER
COMMERCIALLY OR DIGITALLY
PRINTED, IT IS TYPICALLY A
HIGHER RESOLUTION
DOCUMENT THAN A
DOCUMENT BEING USED
ONLINE.
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Step 01 Create a new document

Create a new document using Print (1) as the Type (and set the size to A4 (2) and click on
the Margins (3) tab and set all to four margins to 18mm.
Turn on Facing Pages and Portrait.
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NOTES:
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Step 02 Master Page items

The only Master Page items in this document are Page
Numbers and a graphic shape under each Page
Number.
Create the Page Number Shape
1. Click on the Master Page (1) in the Pages Panel
2. Click the Ellipse Tool (2), click and drag to create a

circle (The size can be adjusted later)
3. Open the Swatches Panel and choose Pantone+
CMYK Coated (3) as the predefined colour palette.
(Pantone colours are based on International printing
industry standards) and CMYK represents standard,
full colour commercial printing.

4. Choose a dark brown, chocolate colour
5. Click on the round shape you in Step Two and fill the
shape with the dark brown colour. Leave the stroke
(border) around the shape clear

6. Using the Move tool, drag the round shape to the
edge of the left Master Page so that only half the
shape is visible on the page (4).

Create the Page Numbers
1. Click on the Frame Text Tool and drag to create a

text frame
2. With the text frame selected with the Frame Text

Tool go to Text > Insert > Fields > Page Number a
Number symbol will appear in the text frame

3. Select the Number symbol with the Frame Text Tool
and colour it with a lighter colour than the round
shape

4. With the symbol still selected make the text size
24pt and the font Arial Bold

5. Drag the symbol text over the round shape (if it is
hidden go to Layer > Arrange > Move to Front)

6. Reduce or enlarge the dark brown shape to
comfortably fit the text (5)

For the right-hand pages copy and paste the the shape
and Number symbol and position appropriately on the
right-hand Master Page.
The Page Numbers will automatically appear on each
page of the document. If the Page Numbers do not
appear on all pages, right click on the Master Page and
scroll to Apply Master to Pages... and click All Pages.

1

2

3 Pantone + CMYK Coated

STROKE

FILL

SELECTED
COLOUR

RIGHT MASTER
PAGE NUMBER

Note 3mm Bleed
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PAGE ONE, OUTSIDE FRONT COVER

CHARACTER PANEL

Step 03 Front Cover Layout

The fonts used on the cover are Avenir Next Condensed and
Avenir for the secondary text.
Create the Heading
1. Using the Frame Text Tool click and drag to

approximately the size you need for the heading
2. Type COOK IT WITH CHOCOLATE, click Shift Return

(Enter) after each line to create a new line of type rather
than a new paragraph

3. Open the Character Panel and with the text selected,
change the settings as shown (1)

4. Change the text to 72 pt and the word ‘Chocolate’ colour
to dark brown and ‘Cook it With’ change to the lighter
colour you used on the page numbers

5. With large display headings the space between letters
(Tracking) is usually reduced (2). To reduce individual
letters place the text curser between the individual letters
and tap the left or right arrow keys while holding down the
option key.

Create the Secondary Text
1. Using the Frame Text Tool type the text as shown, and

like the heading use Shift Return after each line
2. The first line font is Avenir Light and the other five items

are Avenir Medium
3. Colour all lines with the same colour, the first line will

appear lighter because of the light weight of the font
4. Align all text on this page Right.
Place the Photograph
Open the Stock Panel View > Studio > Stock and open
Unsplash or one of the other photo libraries, select an image
and download it.
1. Click on File > Place and navigate to the location of the

downloaded image (See note below)
2. Click and drag the image so it covers the entire page
3. While the image is selected go to Layer > Arrange >

Move to Back so the image is now behind all the text on
the page

4. Make sure that the image is slightly larger than the page to
allow for bleed

You may have juggle the text to make it fit the image.

1

2

NOTE:
When you download image or gather them from your
camera or any other source, it is advisable to create a
folder in the same folder as your project’s artwork.

Place the images in a folder and call it Images or assets.
Affinity Publisher will then be able to quickly find imported
assets.
This is especially important if you choose not to embed
images in your document.

!
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Step 04 Page two and Three

Import images for these pages and for the rest of the
document and save them into an appropriate folder.
Create the Shape
1. Use the Pen Tool to draw the shape that contains

the recipe text. Start at position 1 then 3, 4 and back
to 1. At position 3 drag the curser up and away from
the point to create the curve. The curve can be
adjusted after the whole shape is completed.

2. Type each heading for the internal pages, they are all
the same Font, Size and Colour; Avenir Black 50 pt,
White

3. Fill the shape with your preferred colour, in this case
light brown was used and the opacity set to 60% so
the background image shows through. Adjust the
opacity so the text is easy to read when viewed at
actual size (View > Zoom > 100%)

4. The Stroke (edge) of the shape is 0 pt and colour is
turned off

5. A dark brown line is drawn and placed to emphasis
the recipe ingredients.

Use the first shape you create as a template for
following pages. To change the direction of the right
hand page shape:
1. Using the Move Tool, select the shape
2. Copy and paste the shape
3. With the shape selected go to Layer > Transform >

Flip Horizontal
4. Click and drag the new shape to the desired

position on the next page.

1
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CLICK AND DRAG UP
TO CREATE THE CURVE
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Step 05 Page Eight (Back Cover)

Create the Drop Cap

Use a Drop Cap usually on the first paragraph of your
text to act as a lead-in to your body text e.g:

Sdio. Ut dolor lorem, viverra vitae, viverra eu, euismod nec,
enim. Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing
elit. Morbi nisl eros, dignissim nec, malesuada et, convallis

quis, augue.
Vestibulum ante ipsum primis in faucibus orci luctus et ultrices
posuere cubilia Curae; Proin aliquam, leo at luctus tempus, eros
lectus eleifend massa, quis sollicitudin erat magna

1. In the Paragraph panel scroll to Drop Caps
2. Turn on Enabled and add the Height in lines of the

first capital letter.

Create the Drop using a Text Wrap
1. Type the first letter and change the font to a unique

style and colour and make it about 30pt
2. Convert this letter to Curves. Select the letter and

go to Layer > Convert to Curves, this will solve
any missing font issues later especially if you
choose an unusual font.

3. Add a Drop Shadow. Select the letter then View >
Studio > Effects > Outer Shadow

4. Create a Text Wrap around the letter. Text > Text
Wrap. Experiment with the differentWrap Styles

5. Position the letter against the first few lines of body
copy, you can adjust the size and position of the
letter and the body copy will wrap around it.

CHARACTER PANEL
Drop Cap Settings

DROP SHADOW (Outer Shadow)

Note the text
Wrap settings for

this exercise,
experiment with
these settings.

TEXT WRAP

1
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Step 06 Export to PDF for Commercial printing

It is Industry standard practice to export your project to
a PDF rather than send your source Affinity Publisher
files to printers, if necessary the final PDF can be locked
to stop editing and/or printing your file or password
protected to allow certain actions like low resolution
printing only or no restrictions at all.
Create a PDF for commercial printing
1. After checking the file for spelling, overset text etc

Save the file into the same folder as the images for
the project

2. Go to File > Export, Click on PDF (1) at the top of
the Export Panel them More (2) at the bottom of the
Export Panel

In the More Options Panel use the settings shown in the
screen shot, then click close.

NOTE:
Some commercial printers prefer the PDF to be single
pages to fit their workflow. Single pages allow their
pagination software to arrange the pages in the
correct print order on the printing press.
If possible it is recommended that you contact your
printer and discuss their printing requirements, doing
this can often save time and money and tears!

Use these
settings for

high
resolution,
commercial

printing

2

1

PDF ‘MORE’ OPTIONS PANEL
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Step 07 Export to PDF for Web use

The resolution for PDFs for web use are much lower than
those used for commercial printing. The smaller, lower
resolution (usually 72dpi) allows the file to be distributed
faster vial email and online.
Create a PDF for commercial printing
1. Go to File > Export, Click on PDF (1) at the top of the

Export Panel them More (2) at the bottom of the
Export Panel

2. In the More Options Panel use the settings shown in
the screen shot, then click close.

Use these
settings for

low
resolution

PDFs

2

1

PDF ‘MORE’ OPTIONS PANEL


